
DEVELOPMENT
No more development

Too late to improve it now. The Duke of Northumberland and council planning has ruined the village. Our life has changed
dramatically over the past 5 years. Beadnell is now a continuous building site and will be for the forseeable future.
Reduce new developments in Beadnell
No more building, noise and dirt. We thought we lived in a quiet, seaside village, not a building site.
Less housing - it would be nice if the parish and county council listen to our views
Less development
Upholding of the Neighbourhood Plan.
I have been asked for my views on making Beadnell a better place. Over the years I have been saddened by the
deterieration of Beadnell. The over development and over crowding is not making it a better place. Now it seems to have
opened a Builders Yard on Harbour Road with large vehicles going in and out all day causing traffic problems when the
park on the road outside. I really dont know how planning permission could be given for this especially in an area of
Natural Beauty.
Stopping any further development to preserve village character (or what is left of it)
I chose to live in the village to enjoy a quiet village life. It is increasingly busy and noisy. No more development, fewer
people and less traffic would be ideal.

Being able to enjoy a quiet village life. The number of visitors needs to be managed in the busy periods. We have reached
a tipping point when it comes to number of visitors and facilities available. No further development at present.

NO more new development



An end to the expansion, building and development of Beadnell. My life in the community would be greatly improved by
not feeling that some developer is constantly trying to make their fortune by capitalising on our village. I'm sure it must
appear as very easy pickings for people who see the attraction of the area and have the legal and planning regulation
savvy to persuade the local council that it would be good for the village in sooooo many ways. I am flabbergasted that so
much development has been passed when there has always been an overwhelming response of objectors. I believe that
people who live and visit Beadnell do so because of their love for the unspoilt, simple beauty of the area. There is
absolutely no doubt in my mind that if Beadnell is allowed to keep expanding and developing the way it has done in the
past 10 - 15 years, it will become unrecognizable as the place we know and love. It needs to stop. Its not what local
people want and its not what the visitors want. Planners need to really take on board the views of all who contribute when
they invite views on applications. Nor do I think that it should be the remit of Tourism officers to encourage building
development and expansion but rather to support and conserve what it is that brings people to the area. I have attended
both meetings of the Beadnell Parish Council and the County planning meetings over the years and the weight of
objections always seems to be dismissed, saying that most of them were from visitors, second home owners and
caravanners etc.. I've also read that sort of dismissive comment in the local newspapers when they are reporting on the
volume of objections to building development.

I must say, having been invited, as a second home owner, to participate in this survey, along with residents, caravan
owners etc., I found the wording a little daunting, ie. 'Beadnell Parish Council would like to hear your thoughts and ideas of
how to make the Parish a better, more attractive, place to live, work or do business.' I do spend a lot of time in Beadnell
but it isn't my permanent home, yet. Neither do I work or do business there. I do however spend a substantial amount of
time there and feel that my opinions should be heard and not just written off. Please also read my comments in section 5
in the, 'Other', section.
No more housing development
Better understanding by Northumberland County Council of the adverse affects some of their decisions have on the area



No change. Maintaining the area as it is and not allowing more property development to spoil the area. We bought
property in Beadnell with the intention to retire there due to how it is now. I am sure that this is the same with most
resident
No more developments
No more building. The continued disruption to a quiet life is not acceptable
Not altering anything around the car park or the harbour
No more developments
No further development at present.
See above. Measures to prevent over development and increased traffic.
less housing developments
An end to the expansion of Beadnell. Many of the points I made in Section 1. would apply here but I would also like to add
that I have many friends who live in the village and many of them feel that it's pointless to stand up against the
developments because it's going to happen anyway. No wonder they don't object. They don't like all the building but they
read and hear about outrageous things being pushed through at planning meetings and they haven't got the energy to
fight.
Less construction traffic . Slower traffic . Fewer skips . Less harass fencing
No more housing developments
No more new build.
Limiting the number of new houses now so that local infrastructure is not stretched any further and the rural nature of the
village is maintained
A stop on more housing developments.
No more developments
STOP BUILDING MORE HOUSES!
Better sewerage, less housing
Look at designs if property before being built we don’t need 'town house' in our village
What community benefits shall we enjoy from the building of the 47 dwellings nehind Kennedy Green?
No new building plots.



Less development and maintaining the integrity of Beadnell
No more development. No new or extensions of camping or caravan sites
No further development at present - no/ very limited extensions of camping or caravan sites.
Less new housing developments in the Beadnell area.
No further new building.
A stop on new housing projects.
When people build new homes that they consider how they look on the outside and not just the inside. Beadnell have a
number or ugly houses but moving forwards we can change this.
Less development especially back of Swinhoe road
No more housebuilding
No more caravan sites
No More developments
No Inappropriate design of new housing. Design build must be sympathetic to the surroundings.
No more caravan sites
Any more developments! Must not happen!
No Further extensions and new builds
No Further destruction of our once beautiful village
No Lage extravagant Holiday Homes
No More new developments, influx of tourists
No Overdevelopment within the Beadnell/Benthall areas which would destroy the AONB designation
No highrise buildings
No more developemnt
NO more housing of any kind
No building of any more houses
No More cafes, bars and car parks
No More houses! We have enough Holiday Homes
No More development



No more new build estates
No More housing
No Houses built in a field in the middle of nowhere
No More caravan and camping facilities
No Further commercial expansion of area adjoining Beadnell Bay as it will have a negative effect on the AONB and the
natural environment
No More development for the foreseeable future
No Further building or more caravans
No More building without the infrastructure and drainage
No more building of houses! Much more stringent planning controls on demolitions/rebuilds
No MORE HOUSES UNOCCUPIED
No More delelopment
No More development which places pressure on local roads places
No Continued development and its associated noise and disruption
No Loss of green areas particularly Beadnell Green due to Housing development
No further development at this time,. We should remember we are a small village andd shouldonly support changes that
help retain the character of Beadnell

Some private land sites are not maintained and are an eyesore adversely affecting the appearance of the village
No Reduction in green spaces - keep them safe
Seahouses should remain the service centre with enterprise hub for our area
No Further HousingDevelopment
No proposed extension to the camp site
No Further development at this time in the village until we see what the properties under construction bring us/ how the
community benefits.
No Sizeable housing developments, even with a high percentage of affordable homes. These should be built outside the
AONB.



No Reduction of green spaces within village and immediate surrounding areas.
No more house building or increase to the numbers on the caravan site. The road entrance/exit and crossing to the beach
is already dangerous. Beadnell does not need any new housing and caravans.
No Large scale housing
I do not want to see any further residential, commercial or the potentially associated industrial/infrastructure development
within the area of Beadnell Parish especially on greenfield land or around the coastline,.
No Further building on green fields and coastal features, would rather see enhancements of existing features, natural
beauty of area faces being overwhelmed by rapid rate of new built development
No More building
Fewer new homes- there are already a lot of new housing being built, I feel this would be better served in places such as
Seahouses where it will be more affordable for new home buyers, Beadnell may struggle to retain its village feel with new
houses being built.
No More housing development
Don’t keep building houses,
No new buildings but particularly large out of place holiday homes.
No More residential development. Too many houses being being developed on green belt land
No Development on the coastline!
No new housing and construction.
No More building and expansion of facilities in Beadnell. Any development which might result in increased litter on the
beaches. I would not like there to be a road which links Swinhoe Road with the new development .. Bernica Way? This
would open the way for further unscrupulous over-development of Beadnell.
No further development on the seaward side of Harbour Road and no more estate developments like the new one off
Swinhoe Road
No Planning that is not sympathetic to an AONB and the unique Northumbrian coast. Careful control to maintain character.
No More house building
No Further building projects anywhere in Beadnell
No More new building on green land.



No Development, without in depth studies of the ability for the infrastructure to cope
It is worrying that the new residential housing developments although advertised as being for permanent homes will not be
so. How is this enforced moving forward?
No Ugly houses built. Beadnell is a beautiful place and consideration should be taken to keep this.

No more building in the parish of Beadnell. The parish is a ghost town in winter closed season. It cannot be sustainable
and the area is meant to be an area of outstanding beauty, more buildings will mean more light pollution
No Increased housing development
Too much major development as present infrastructure and local services would be stretched.

No continuation of the demolish and build policy in place at the minute. These aren’t homes to be lived in. Any further lack
of respect being shown to locals. This has really come to the fore with recent events. We live here and care about the
village. Any further developments including the planned extension to the camping club site.
Preserving and protecting remaining green spaces
No More new build.
No Further ‘estates’ developed on greenfield sites.
No More housing and more road
No more building! Beadnell is saturated. There is nothing wrong with having some holiday lets, day trippers, caravanners
and second home owners but there needs to be a balance and everyone needs to respect one another, and especially the
environment and community.

SECOND & HOLIDAY HOMES.
More full time occupation of houses to create a real community
Less 2nd Homes
Less holiday makers, less holiday homes This area has been spoilt.
We are happy living here but don’t need any more holiday homes, hard to keep residential homes for residents
Life is pretty special in Beadnell. The stopping of more building of Second Homes would be good. More affordable homes
for permanent residents ie Kennedy Green would create a better 'local' environment



Permanent neighbours
Further restriction on properties being bought as holiday rentals as this inflated property prices dramatically.
Less holiday homes
More of a balance between holiday homes and primary residency to maintain local community which encourages work,
activities, services, amenities, social well being. More control on planning to ensure the natural beauty of Northumberland
is maintained and cherished
Less destruction of beautiful views ( and walks ) by yet more " empty holiday homes "for the existing longstanding
Beadnell property owners
Reduce the emphasis on Beadnell being a holiday village. People who live here are marginalised in favour of holiday
makers and second home owners who rent out.

Ban any more holiday homes from being built and stop planning permission from being changed after the fact - e.g. the
new cafe/restaurant/bar at the car park that was supposed to include community facilities and public toilets but is now
entirely private and for profit, no benefit to anyone who can't afford to purchase food and drink from them, and it is going to
be visible from the beach which ruins the view along the whole stretch of coast.
Change of use restrictions needed for all Holiday Houses and must be let out 45 weeks of the year

Second or Holiday Home owners be forced to pay Council Tax and more payments towards the cost of dustbin emptying
and grass cutting. Why should we as residents stand all the costs on their behalf, They all earn a fortune on their lettings
Less holiday makers/homes. Too many people putting resources too their limit
Encourage people to live here permanently, so the village would have life in the winter months. The atmosphere is totally
lost in the winter

Certainly no more holiday homes. There is no community now. Used to have Dart nights, leek clubs, dominoes in WI once
a month, used to have a community centre, with music nights, bingo, keep fit. I would not recommend anyone to live here
permenantly because nearly all holiday homes with communits (sp?) It is not the same place it was. The holiday home
homes have changed everything
Financial contribution from Second Home owners/holiday lets to community pot. For example £25/35



More permanent primary residences using existing properties rather than more housing estates being built,
Less houses built for 2nd homes/holiday lets
Less holiday homes and homes owners breaking lockdown rules to come up and do water sports.
There appears to be a mismatch between holiday home owners and residents - they need to interact better. I do feel there
is enough holiday homes now.
More of a balance between holiday homes and primary residency to maintain local community which encourages work,
activities, services, amenities, social well being. More control on planning to ensure the natural beauty of Northumberland
is maintained and cherished.
Less Buying to rent
Less Holiday Homes
Less building of second homes
A financial contribution from NCC in recognition that the holiday homes regidstered as a business do not contribute to the
Parish Precept which creates a financial burden on the residents who have to pay the precept
No More Holiday and Second Homes
No more 2nd homes
No More Holiday Homes
No more Second Homes built and no more huge caravan parks - we have reached saturation point
No More building of homes for second home/holiday let use
No More Holiday Homes built
No More holiday homes
It has already happened with so many second homes
No More holiday/second homes - channge of use requirement
No More holiday homes
No Increase in number of holiday lets.
No further second home creation
No To be overtaken by extra "holiday homes". I'd like to know my neighbours.
No more holiday homes.



No More empty properties ! Continued disfiguration of Beadnell
No More holiday homes and second homes.
No MORE HOLIDAY HOUSES

AFFORDABLE HOUSING, PERMANENT RESIDENTS, ECONOMY
More people living here full time
More residents. All these reduced cost homes are sold on for letting

Encourage younger people to have the chance to live in the community. More facilities to attract them eg more shops
More council housing to rent
More non tourist jobs

Affordable housing that is available for local young people who come from the community and want to work here.
Cheap work space for start ups/small businesses
More opportunities for small businesses. Leisure activities
more all year round employment rather than seasonal low paid work,
Now we have more families in the village it would be good to have opportunities to provide for the children as they grow up
in the village.
More houses available for younger community, affordable houses not the prices you for for a house in Beadnell its
ridiculous.
Increase employment opportunities by creating a plan to attract investment into the village - artistic or "green" investment
rather than tourist-based.
Work hubs/offices to reduce commute
investment in local business premises to broaden the range of retail and hospitality of the area
Affordable housing for the locals.
Measures to prevent expansion of the village so it becomes a mix of holiday homes and retired people. Young families
need to be able to live permanently in the village.



More primary residences, affordable for local people,
encourage local people with more services/activities/community
More affordable houses is very important for local community
No More young people moving away and we become a village of pensioners and Holiday Homes

No It to become too sprawling. The latest developement on Kennedy Green is welcome as it is for local folks
No building of housing developments unless they are social housing or affordable private housing where discounts are
given to local people or people with significant links to the villag

TOURISTS/TOURISM
More emphasis on a year round economy not driven by tourism
A recognition that Beadnell Village, just like a theatre or a football stadium, has a finite capacity for visitors. Measures
should be introduced to reflect this e.g. additional parking restrictions and control measures.
Less people
The numbers of visitors are causing concern for our environment and local resources and residents, there needs to be
some control/limitation
End to rough camping
After the experience of summer 2020 much thought needs to be given to the affects of tourism on the area. Yes, it is good
for business but how long before there is an unreversible affect on the area, making it lose its attraction. Can we reduce
traffic within the village? Can we reduce traffic along Harbour Road?
Measures limiting number of holiday makers in the summer months which would benefit both locals and visitors as a
saturation point has been reached e.g. no further approvals of camp site extensions
Stop kids having parties in the dunes and leaving broken glass and screws and nails from the stuff they burn
Not having teenagers partying on the sand dunes by the caravan site throughout the summer
Less people
Less people



The introduction of a visitor tax and the money used to improve the infrastructure and facilities in Beadnell Parish to
provide a better experience for both residents and visitors such as improving the path betweel Beadnell and Seahouses,
fund a path from Shepherds Cottage to Swinhoe, preserving Beadnell's fishing heritage, building and running costs for a
community centre, maintaining the playground, upgrade public toilets etc. If Spain can introduce a visitor tax then we can
do it!
More positive attitude to walkers and other visitors.
Less people
A limit of people that can come to the area, it is as bad as the Lake District
Less people would improve the local environment. There is no respect from some visitors for the local environment, litter,
dog poo, car parking, local residents who can be subject to abuse. I have experienced this as residents and visitors don’t
mix as neighbours, they have different needs and wants, which is to be expected as they are on holiday- here today,
gome tomorrow
No Current residents move away as area is too reliant on tourism
No measures that lead to increased number of visitors.
No More people
Beadnell to lose its identity as a historic coastal village. However the tourists at their current level are vital for all the local
shops/garage/golf club etc and the support of the Craster Arms which is the heart of the village.
No More visitors/tourists
No More visitors
This beautiful coastline destroyed by too many visitors
Visitor levels are high enough in peak summer weeks so not to rise further

PARKING, SPEEDING, TRAFFIC, ROADS, DRAINS
Consideration by drivers staying within speed limits and parking, particularly the blocking of pathways by Cars.
30 MPH at junction of Swinhoe Road ( and B1340)
Increased parking charges for holiday makers with permanent residents being given free parking cards. The money raised
should go to the Parish Council funds not the county council



A 20mph on Harbour Road or some traffic calming measures like the ones recently installed at Christon Bank
A one way system through the village especially past the old school where there is now more traffic and more parking on
the road and no footpath. Easy to do -up the Haven and down Meadow Lane.
Less pot holes in the road and more footpath maintenance
Widen Swinhoe Road from the Kilns development to the B1340 to form two lanes of traffic and a footpath
Now Beadnell has so many visitors that everything comes to a standstill. The few permanent residents have no pleasure
in trying to get round Beadnell because of all the traffic which are parked in the wrong place. A fine example is Harbour
Road congested with visitors.
A 20mph limit on Harbour Road including traffic calming measures (Not Humps)

It possible to make the car park for disabled badges only and provide parking elsewhere ie the field behind the caravan
site, access off Swinhoe Lane where people could waklk to the beach. This is not ideal due to the ridge and furrow and
beach can onlt be accessed via the caravan site. Also unpopular with Swinhoe Lane residents but better than more
houses. How about a park and ride out at Swinhoe or the Boys Brigade Camp Field. If more camping sites are required
can they be sited further from the coast as with Glororum and Bradford Kaimes so they do not impinge on coastal views.
A One way system on Meadow Lane as there are no footpaths.
Sweep up all the mud on the road outside the church.
Better parking during peak season
Better parking during peak season and police presence
Car park ticket machine that can be reached without getting out of car
Harbour Road is the busiest road by far in Beadnell as it gives visitors access to the only Car Park and from that access to
the beach. It should therefore be brought up to standard and kept thus visually, and repaired as follows. 1. The link to the
Harbour Road from Seahouses is a disgrace. The road floods and the parking area needs to be totally renovated and
marked for cars only, no buses, caravans, motor homes.



Travelling to the main Car Park, the grassed areas to the right are well maintained but parking on them should be stopped.
The grassed areas to the left should be cut evenly back to the fence level and parking should be banned

The condition of Harbour Road is in a reasonable state but should be maintained immediately it is required. The
pavements are dangerously uneven and flood because of large indentations.
The roads centre white lines should be repainted especially on the blind corner when the road turns right to the car park.
Double yellow lines should be installed with parking allowed November to March (exception being the walled area) This
would then match the road as it continues to the Harbour.

Walled area overlooking the sea has a free parking area,. It tries and fails to keep cars within the white line. This line is in
a bad condition and should be replaced taking into account cars that are wider today compared to the time the white line
was put into position. Cars parked here should be subject to parking charges and only cars be allowed to park and no
overnight parking. Camper vans are too wide at any time. The area at the end of the wall is not a solid finish. It is muddy
and weedy and needs either to be made a grassed area with no parking or proper parking on a hard surface. Divers who
use this area should be told to use the main car park

Reduction in inconsiderate parking
Better control/allocation of public parking for visitors to the beach, better prevention of random parking along seafront
roads.
Better parking restrictions up harbour road
More car parking at beach to avoid people parking all way up harbour road
Parking! Or at least sort the yellow lines on harbour road around the corner. nightmare getting round the bend and in/out
of Longbeach Drive
A maximum 20 mph speed limit through the village and the full length of harbour road . My children used to play out but
now it feels too dangerous to do that especially in summer months



Less congestion with visitor parking. Great strides have been made with the introduction of double yellow lines in hot spots
(Thank you) but I do worry about the potential for accidents on Harbour Road with the excessive amount of parking on
grass verges and along the sea wall. As a resident, access along Harbour Road this Summer was frustrating and
manoeuvring around cars arriving and leaving was a daily occurrence. The reality is that many visitors just refuse to pay
for parking in the official parking sites hence until double yellow lines are extended along harbour road this will remain a
problem.
More parking at Beadnell Sports and leisure is one of the attractions in Beadnell
Better control of parking at the beach car park, in summer and a safe foot crossing to the beach over the dunes not
through the boat launch.
Enforced restrictions for parking along Harbour Road and down to the car park, estates and caravan sites.
CCTV introduced at the beach car park and additional parking hotspots.
Free parking for full time residents. Only - visitors to pay
Consideration by drivers staying within speed limits and parking, particularly the blocking of pathways by Cars.
More parking needed in the summer. Village gridlocked in the holiday seasom.
Drain at the bottom of Swinhoe Road where it floods in winter.
Finish cutting down trees near new layby on Swinhoe Road.
Speed bumps on Harbour Road. Yellow lines along all of Harbour Road. No parking on grass on east of Harbour Road.
Regular patrols to enforce above
Better roads and learn to drive
Speed limit in village

Priority system on the 2 narrow bridges, one on the C69 between Chathill and Swinhoe and the other towards Tughall on
the B1340. There is now a lot more traffic on these roads and drivers unfamiliar with the hazards that exist.
20mph zone throughout the village.
The two main through roads in the centre of the village - The Haven and Meadow Lane - badly need resurfacing
Less parking on Harbour road,
Less traffic within the centre of the village



More car park space at the beach
more parking even if it just temporary during the busy times
The whole of Beadnell village and Benthall should be 20mph and be policed.
Waiving of car parking fees for local residents
As question 1. Introduce better facilities for residents. The garages on Longstone Crescent are a waste of space. Knock
them down and provide car parking spaces for the streets residents reducing parking on what is becoming a busy road.
Car parking on Harbour Road. Double yellow lines on the coast side up to the sea wall. The area alongside the sea wall
should either be disabled only or there should be a charge for parking. The overflow car park has been taken over by 2
businesses. Their activities should be curtailed to stop them taking up much needed car parking spaces. This will help
reduce the impact of cars parking in unsafe places

Sort out the parking situation in the village by enforcing parking and limiting numbers of cars at holiday lets.
Properly maintained local side roads
Resurfacing of Meadow Lane, The Wynding etc
Use of field? Temporary car park in summer
Improvement to road surfaces - potholes are a disgrace
The resurfacing of Meadow Lane & The Wynding which are dreadful since the building of Kennedy Green & the Old
School. On one occasion I had to tell the site manager that a truck had broken a drain cover
Renewal of the main drain from Beadnell Green to a proper soakaway beyond the stone outfall on the beach. This should
have been a planning gain.
Sort the flooding that occurs on Seahouses Road beside the Bullring
Remedy the flooding that occurs frequently on the C69 beside the narrow bridge and the z bends between Chathill and
Swinhoe

Repairs to potholes and broken edges of roads. Resurfacing where necessary eg Meadow Lane. The Haven.
Put a large sign at the Benty saying 'Residents Only' on road to the Harbour. So many people drive down turn round and
return.



Yellow lines were put on the road to the car park in order to keep the road unobstructed so that emergency vehicles would
have access. This caused the cars to then obstruct Longbeach Drive & Harbour Road. I am sure that last year there were
many times when emergency vehicles would not have had a clear passage along Harbour Road
Perhaps better street signage to alert drivers to the fact the road to the harbour is a dead-end to avoid unnecessary u-
turns.
Tidying up of car park area and toilet block.
Would improve the local environment also if the grassed Car Park was made into a proper car park with good marking it
would be a big plus.
PARKING Vehicle parking along Harbour Rd, together with the volume of over spill from the bay car park into the local
area was atrocious this summer, and will no doubt continue. These areas were unsafe, chaotic and unsightly. I would like
to see the introduction of parking restrictions or deterrents along Harbour Rd and increased parking areas elsewhere
within the village boundary – perhaps dedicated bays could be introduced around the bullring or a “pop up” car park in the
summer utilising a local field adjacent to the camp site – similar to the one at Craster.

Reconfigured beach car park to segregate visitor parking from an existing very good boat launch facility,

A lower speed limit on the main road into Beadnell as there is a lot of speeding on this road and traffic noise is very high
Speed limit reduced on road from seahouses
No access sign at the Benty to deter caravans and mobile homes driving downto the harbour, then having to do a three
point turn.
No parking on harbour road, bigger car parks.
try and stop speeding along Harbour Road especially in the summer when lots of children around.

Maybe speed cameras or some kind of traffic calming between Swinhoe Crossroads, the Bull Ring and the campsite.
Improved drainage and road surfacing on the road beside the Bullring.



Re surfacing of roads and pavements is long overdue . Especially in Meadow lane Longstone crescent and the haven .

Better control of parking in the area around access road to the beach
A 20 mph speed limit once you leave the B1340 40 mph zone. If you can reduce the limit there than a reduction in the
village will reduce noise and vehicle emissions and make it safer for cyclists and pedestrians.
No More cars
No More yellow lines and 20 mph speed limits. It’s not a city.
We have suffered from 3 1/2 years of house building only to have a new development which they say will take 4 years to
complete. If there are any new builds/extensions the plans must include site parking linked to the number of bedrooms.
Assumimg garages are not used for car parking, the number of bedrooms must be linked to car park spaces on site ie a
minimum of one car parking space per bedroom, as this, by observation, especially with holiday renrtals has become the
'norm'. Tis will reduce on -street parking.
No Over development including new homes and over extended holiday homes with insufficient parking to accommodate
the number of guests. Over crowded holiday homes add to traffic and parking issues.
No Cars parked all over the place and abandoned outside residents property while they disappear to the beach

DOGS
Dogs on leads on beach
Dog dirt free beach at The Haven!
The re-introduction of dog waste bins preferably with a lid and located away from local businesses.
People picking up after their dogs - the beach is especially bad
Dogs on leads at the beach during busy periods. More dog owners cleaning up after their dogs. More wardens/
enforcement - dog related and parking offences
dogs on leads on beach

More active signs regarding picking up dog faces. No droppings in sight after the holiday makers have gone home.



Most people now perceive the village and the county as 'dog friendly' hotspots. The balance should be redressed by
introducing permanent dog bins on selected beach areas such as the Haven beach. Fines should be increased for dog
fouling and leaving dogs unattended in properties.
Dog owners picking up after their dogs
Enforcement against dog fouling
Ban dogs from th beaches
Ask the Dog Warden to have educational sessions for example in the carpark on dog fouling, distributing poo bags,
leaflets which could also include keeping dogs under control to protect nesting birds
Less dogs or dogs on lead on beach
Fining littering and dog owners who leave behind poo bags
Restrictions on dogs on the beach eg a ban in certain months, must be kept on leads
dogs on leads on beach
The introduction of more bins for dog poos.
Definitely fewer unrestrained (and uncontrolled!) visitor's dogs on the Haven beach harrassing children and birds - there
isn't much space there and perhaps it could be dog-free in the summer; visitors could take their dogs further along towards
Annstead where there are fewer people. Our grandchildren have been scared many times by loose dogs in The Haven
and we're constantly finding plastic dog bags (or worse) there and on the path down to it, despite the provision of special
bins.
More dog poo bins
No dogs off leads (they may not been seen to open bowels on beach which leaves an infection risk on the beach and
pollutes the sea swimming area with faecal material, and unrestrained dogs also urinate on sandcastles being dug by
children).
Action for coping with all the dog poos.
Don’t stop dog walking all year around.

BINS, RECYCLING, LITTER
More signs to encourage people to take their rubbish home



More bins, less dog poo bags
More recycling points
More litter bins / dog poo bins
More frequency to the emptying of the bottle banks in the Beadnell Bay Car Park
More bins for dog waste
Additional recycling facilities (especially glass) in the centre of the village
Large signs on all litter bins to say they can be used for dog waste too.

Our other recommendation which we have tried to pursue for 3 years is the bin collection, bearing in mind that 80% to
90% of properties are rental or second homes and therefore the following happens, Rental properties have change over
days on Fridays and Saturdays and as a result cleaners put the bins out on these days. Second Home Owners tend to
leave their properties on Sundays and put their bins out then. However the BIN COLLECTION day is Thursday so up to
90% of bins are left out making the area looking second rate. As well as the general appearence any bin that is
overflowing is attacked by sea gulls leaving a mess only to be outdone by strong winds blowing over the bins. We have
raised this problem over 3 years with NCC who agree and said they would change the pick up schedules. Nothing
happenned - what a surprise?
Less overflowing glass recycling,
Glass collection with existing doorstep recycling bins
Less Litter
More litter bins eg along Harbour Road in Beadnell perhaps everywhere there is a bench seat?
Enforcement of dog fouling & litter laws
Provision of more rubbish bins on the beach area and regular daily emptying. Notice to ask people to take their picnic
waste home and to dispose of dog poo in the bins.
More bins in car park and surrounding village
More recycling facilities
Perhaps more bins and recycling facilities
Frequent rubbish collection from council bins and recycling in the summer.
A rubbish bin at the harbour



Large commercial waste bins, especially during the winter as leaving bins out near the round in the wild weather is a
nightmare when they all get blown over

I would like to see a significant increase in the number of bins in and around the village and on the pathway between
Seahouses and Beadnell. I am aware that the ANOB seem to have an issue with bins but I have an issue with litter. The
bins should not be plastic buns but the wooden bins that are much more attractive. Many areas have the bee hive style
bins. It would be possible to add planters to this type of bin which would enhance their appearance
Litter bins more prominently placed in various places not just the beach.
Continued emphasis on ensuring clean beaches and on promoting responsibility amongst visitors to take home their
rubbish.
Increased litter pick up in dunes and grass verges
Ensuring ample bins and adequate emptying regime for litter especially at entrances to beach and in car park. Recycling
facilities sometimes overflowing.
Empty bins at carpark more often in high season

PATHS AND CYCLE PATHS
Pedestrian access from the beach car park to the beach could be improved to allow better accessibility for pushchairs etc
& the elderly/infirmed (the base has erroded)
Pavements repaired. Extra pavements
Better organised car parking with a system for when the car park is full. A Park and walk/ride arrangement making the
visitors park outside the village leaving the carpark for disabled people and the boat launch. A parking review with NCC
with involvement from residents.
Cycle/footpath all the way from Swinhoe including cutting back to original width and resurfacing present path
Renovation of the footpath towards Swinhoe and extension to the crossroads at Swinhoe. Is
Weed the path next to the main road and continue it to Swinhoe.
A dedicated fenced footpath from Kennedy Green to the Caravan Site
More, & better & safer, cycle paths for all ages to enjoy.



My life would be improved and my health if I could safely walk and cycle between Swinhoe and Beadnell to the shop, or I
could even walk to Seahouses

My wife and I own a holiday home in Swinhoe, which we let out when not there ourselves. We frequently walk the route
from our home to Beadnell. As you'll be aware, there is a footpath part way up the B1340 from Beadnell, from which point
walkers have to contend with walking by the side of what is an incredibly busy road with traffic often travelling at
considerable speed. Consequently this stretch is challenging to the point that it can be dangerous and prohibitive,
particularly at night time. Our lives would be hugely improved with an extension to the existing path as a means of
ensuring safer access.
A path between Swinhoe and Beadnell. More regular verge cutting in the summer in the Swinhoe end if the road between
Beadnell and swinhoe
We live at Swinhoe and regularly walk down the main road to Beadnell. At the moment there is a section between the
cross roads at Swinhoe and 200 yards East towards Beadnell where the footpath does not exist and this makes walking
very uncomfortable and dangerous on the busy main road. Please could the footpath be reinstated/lengthened so there is
a footpath all the way between Swinhoe and Beadnell. We note that a new footpath has been created between
Seahouses and Bamburgh so hopefully the Swinhoe road may get the same consideration.

Improvements to the potholes and conctheil (Sp?) damaged footpaths within the village
Pavements and road surfaces uneven and dangerous
Widening and better maintenance of footpaths along B1340 heading west out of the village.
Substantial repairs to the foot/cycle path between Beadnell and Seahouses

Weed spray the path that exists along the B134 between Beadnell and Shepherds Cottage before it becomes completely
overgrown and the path is lost. Parts of this path are rapidly disappearing with the encoachment of weeds

Better walking route from new estate (st ebbas way) to the village ( may happen with creation of new estate? )
For all the people who live in Swinhoe who would like to safely walk or cycle to Beadnell to the restaurant, shops or use
the pub. In addition all the holiday guests with there children who struggle to safely walk to Beadnell to use the facilities
pubs restaurants cafes and beach.



On numerous occasions guests have asked about safe access by foot from Swinhoe to Beadnell. In the time we have
owned our Swinhoe property we have noted an increase in footfall on the B1340 from Swinhoe to Beadnell and vice versa
and are concerned for the safety of those who choose to walk this route. We wonder, therefore, if the Parish Council would
consider installing a footpath, perhaps by extending the existing path, as a means of ensuring safer access.
As stated above - a new footpath all the way between Swinhoe and Beadnell. Also the creation of a roundabout at the
Swinhoe crossroads as in its present form it is a nasty accident waiting to happen, and indeed there have been many
minor incidents/accidents over the last few years at this junction.
Path to Swinhoe and all the way to Budle.
Offroad cycleways
Clear overgrown grass on path from Beasdnell to Swinhoe
Footpath all the way from Swinhoe to Beadnell for safer walking
Maintenance of all existing public footpaths so they remain passable thrughout the year
More extensive footpaths/cycle paths including an upgrade of the existing Beadnell- Seahouses path
More cycle paths. Upgraded footpaths
More cycle paths.
Footpaths are improved.

PEDESTRAIN/CYCLE CONNECTIVITY 1. Extend the cycle path (pedestrian route) along the B1340 to the Swinhoe /
North Sunderland Crossroads 2. Cut the grass verges along this route, making the existing path safer and more multi-user
friendly 3. Introduce a path (pedestrian / cycle) from the Longbeach estate to Harbour Rd to support a reduction in vehicle
movements to the village facilities. 4. Introduce a pedestrian zone along Meadow Lane (where there is currently no
footpath) to provide a safe zone for pedestrians wanting to access the play park and WI hall. This road has become
extremely busy recently and the volume of traffic will further increase with the new houses on Meadow Lane itself and for
those gaining access to the new estate off Swinhoe Rd.
Possibility of a path/cut through to Longbeach/St Ebbas from Harbour Road.

Pedestrianise The Wynd around the Craster, Towers Hotel & Saltwater cafe - Access only similar to Holy Island



A footpath cycle path for all to use between Swinhoe and Beadnell, this would permit people to walk to Beadnell and
Seahouses. Benefits would be health and exercise, environment not using fuel saving the planet
Action to encourage more & safer cycling.

LIGHTING/POLES
Street lighting (The Haven not adequate)
Underground power supply cables repositioned on west side of Harbour Road.
Undergrounding the remaining overhead electricity cables on Harbour Road and the rest of the village.
Less or lower light polluting street lighting. This is unnecessary on the road to the harbour and currently is too bright.
Perhaps turning it off during the night would also save energy and money.
Ensuring the light on the harbour points downwards and at the harbour to minimise light pollution along the beach -
currently it is absolutely dreadful.
Provision of the same standard of street lighting throughout the village, Harbour Road in particular.
Removal of all telegraph poles carrying power lines which should be buried.
Measures to prevent light pollution.
Is it possible to dim the lights on Harbour Road?

DUNES, N. TRUST, BEACH ACCESS
Keep access along the beach to the Long Nanny Bridge all summer
No restrictions on the beach due to the nesting birds - there hasn't been till last couple of years - & it spoils everyone's
enjoyment & pleasure in peak summer.
Strictly managed access to beach from car park to halt the destruction of the sane dunes by people cutting through
everywhere - create defined paths, erect sturdy fencing to protect the rest.



The erosion of the dunes by the Long Nanny is progressing at an alarming rate and the National Trust policy is do nothing
as they are keen on salt marsh as a habitat which is what what will happen when the dunes go completely, but this will be
detrimental to the beach as a whole and to walkers who use the coastal path as well as the specific dune wildlife.
Scarborough Council have data on the erosion as they measure the North East beaches regularly and it would be
interesting to see this information so a plan can be formulated if necessary.

During the bird breeding season provide a beach access to the north side of the bridge at the Long Nanny
Dune erosion by the car park
Protection of the coastal dunes
Less aggressive wardening by the National Trust
The NT locked the Long Nanny gate all last summer thus denying residents the circular walk along beach and back
through Drew Holmes caravans, They used social distancing as one excuse. Also terns nesting which they never do on
the Beadnell side
A campaign to protect the sand dunes of Beadnell Bay and coastal erosion in general
Protection for the remainder of Beadnell Green in perpetuity to offer the village protection from storm flooding and rising
sea levels
Steps taken to protect the dunes and combat coastal erosion
Action taken to protect the dunes and combat coastal erosion.

Focus on protecting and conserving the area and ensuring our area is used and accessed in a sustainable fashion.

Continued care of the beach and dunes and harbour area
Less dune erosion by the car park
More wildlife and places for birds , bats and insects to nest. It is a shame coastal care and the volunteers do not listen to
the plans set out by the AONB (referring to the obliteration of the sea buckthorn earlier this year). There is little to no
vegetation/trees in Beadnell. I did query the comment that it improved people’s views. Coastal care - I don’t think so.

Protect the dunes at Beadnell Harbour car park I don't thing people realise the damage they are doing using undesignated
pathways through the dunes that erode the profile of them



The local area is over run already and the dunes at Beadnell beach seem to be getting damaged more and more each
year with the increase in visitors. I fear the local wildlife and the area's very essence is close to collapse

It is outstandingly beautiful hence the attraction, HOWEVER I am concerned about the sand dunes - in the next 15 years
they will be gone and sea will enter village.
The coastal erosion along Beadnell Bay is of huge concern. Should this issue and the plan to address it from both a
National and local level become a top 3 priority for us as a community?
The dunes are of real concern
Action to stop the unnecessary restrictions due to the birds on the beach.
As above, sand dunes.
No The beach being closed off and not being able to cycle down to Newton it never used to be like that!
Do not want to see the national trust control and close off our beach. Should be open to all. They will be charging us for
access next. Do not want to see beach closed to dogs. Visitors would not come the economy and local businesses would
not survive.
In addition it is so frustrating that the National Trust now have a precedent of restricting access to the Nanny during the
Tern nesting season. The coastal erosion meaning that there is no route along the bay unless at very low tide. I
understand that the breeding season was particularly unsuccessful in 2020 due to high tides and rough seas (although
this has not been stated as the reason it was plain to see.) Why can’t the National Trust be more adult about access and
work with the community rather than alienate it. The vast majority of dog owners are responsible and happy to keep their
dogs on a lead and individuals are happy to keep to designated paths

HARBOUR.
Open Beadnell harbour to ALL not the few
An explanation of why there is a CCTV camera at the harbour pointing along the beach - who owns it, who can access it -
I've found it very difficult to find this information online. I understand it is essential for the harbour but I don't understand
why it needs to cover the whole bay



An outdoor market on the harbour might be nice in the summer months x some sort of food festival could be nice too x

BCV/BIB
More Beadnell in bloom, Christmas lights, grass cutting.

Beadnell Community Volunteers and Beadnell in Bloom to be supported in any enhancement of landscaping etc
The current flower arrangements are great and well done to the volunteers who plant and maintain them

I must say, full marks to the volunteers who do the Lonnen and various flower troughs etc. around the village, and those
who voluntarily help to pick litter and keep our beaches clean. Absolutely smashing! While I'm at it, many thanks to the
Parish Councillors who do a great job and give so generously of their time. All much appreciated.
No Beadnell Volunteers fold.
No Decrease in the work BCV/ BiB volunteers undertake and support for them.
Keep supporting Beadnell Volunteers and Beadnell in Bloom. They do a great job.
As a village we have a good community spirit which is typified by the Bloomers and Community Volunteers, long may this
continue.

COMMUNITY,
Somewhere outdoors for people to meet and socialise, residents and tourists. A public space with seating. There are a lot
of lonely people living in the village.
Improved use of the community noticeboard(s) to advertise events/new initiatives
For some people maybe more public transport, job opportunities, general facilities for meetings, exercise classes, social
events once these are alloweed to proceed again. Although the WI is adequate for many of these in a small permanent
community like Beadnell.



Set ideas in place before the new homes behind Swinhoe Road are occupied. Have a meeting for new members of the
Beadnell Community, all villagers being welcome, to explain activities village involved with and WHY. Anyone with digital
access problems please make it known to someone at this meeting. Posible places to visit. Are all rural communities the
same? What are the differences? Why? Community support/isolation? Employment?unemployment? Addresssing Health
and Wellbeing in rural communities. Why is it important? A lot of village population are more senior villagers. What impacts
on people's health? Poverty, Housing, Employment, Access to transport. Changing population patterns, infrastructure. Air
quality, access to health and related services, Housing and Fuel Poverty, Pockets of deprivation being masked, and
hidden by statistics, District, town and parish councils are KEY PLAYERS.
To get to know more people in a social situation. Community led social events to bring everyone together
More events.
Long Beach Drive area. Develop a concept for the green area near playground with local residents, property owners, NCC
- trees, greenery, sport/ play equipment, seating??
A Welcoming event for the new people moving into the new development
Somewhere public for people to meet – teenagers, older people, perhaps benches facing each other. There are a lot of
single lonely people in the village
More community events such as flower shows, a village Market day, charity events etc.
Social activities for 20s and 30s, especially in evenings.
Village community activities
More for older children, there is nothing.
Any social gatherings/events (post covid) for elderly residents
Shared activities
More events for local people
If the church, volunteers, WI and parish Council had some mutual co-ordination
More social events, community related
More of a voice and social involvement in terms of community social events



More of a community spirit,. With the lockdown this year we haven't been as "social" as we could have. Something to bring
us together.
Cinema in the WI hut. More social events for residents & holiday makers to raise money.

Thanks to the Craster, Saltwater Cafe, village shop, postman, Beadnell News, Beach Run, Beadnell in Bloom and Church
I think there is a good sense of community in the village Larger scale fundraising events for the community in the summer
if funds are required for projects as plenty on the caravan sites/in holiday homes that would support.
More seating for the elderly and disabled
Communal activities when Covid allows again!
I have found that during 2020 there has been the development of a greater community spirit. It would be amazing if this
could be built upon with more community events (when restrictions are lifted) that are focussed on residents only. To the
best of my knowledge there are currently activities around the church, WI and the volunteer group but nothing specifically
focussed on the broader residential population. The purpose being to engender links between the more established and
newer members of the community.
Regular calendar of events so people can communicate
Day centre in Beadnell for elderly...luncheon club etc.
An outside seating area in a sheltered place where older members of the village could have sat and talked (at a distance)
during situations like this last year.

BROADBAND/INTERNET
Broadband to the premises (high speed fibre)
Improve wi-fi signals
Better wi-fi in our area
Better Broadband provision throughout the village. Better mobile connection throughout the village.
Faster more reliable internet
Faster more reliable internet
Better/ faster internet



Better internet
As above a faster and more reliable internet provision
Faster more reliable internet
Better/ faster internet
Conduct a survey in the village over speed of Broadband provision, there are presently huge variations between some
properties. Present findings to providers to secure a village wide improvement.

TENNIS COURTS, PLAYGROUND,
Adult exercise machines in the village playground
Tennis courts
Tennis court
Use of the tennis courts at the new development that were meant to be a local amenity

Tall trees planted between the playground and the 4 new houses recently built on the old school site. This would help to
provide protection for the children using the playground and provide privacy and noise reduction for the new houses.
Play area for children.
Tennis and other sports options for fitness
Tennis courts - perhaps access to existing ones
Continued updating of play park, financed possibly by development of the 47 houses.
What about the provision of adult exercise equipment? (Raised at the PC years ago)
Tennis Courts,
Tennis courts (Bernicia Way????) would be a welcome addition.
The play park is wonderful and thank you for the Parish Council’s efforts to maintain it.

ALLOTMENTS
Allotments
Allotments



The provision of allotments
Allotments or a community garden/orchard
Provision of allotments and parking for allotments
And the usual Allotments,

BUSES, BUS SHELTER
Improved bus service from Berwick - Belford - Beadnell. EG Travelsure to wait in Belford for passengers from X18 5
minutes would be sufficient.
Shelters at all bus stops and timetables at Arriva bus stop
A bus timetable for Arriva buses. It has been none existing since crash into church wall in Autumn 2018
The Bus service running through the village again.
Bus shelter near the bus stop next to the bullring. Turn the old bus stop into a public toilet and charge for it.
Regular bus services, to few currently.
Improved information signage including timetables for public transport
Bus timetable not to be further reduced
An Arriva bus timetable on the new bus stop beside the Bullring
A more frequent bus service
More frequent bus service
More frequent bus service and extended bus service to beach car park area
Public Services throughout the year: Ensuring that a regular bus service is maintained into the village for both visitor and
locals. Extended bus routes around the village / express service to Alnwick ?
Provide a kerb or layby beside the Arriva bus stop opposite the Bull Ring to stop the churning up of the grass verge which
is getting worse
Cheaper bus fares.. £12 for two adults from Beadnell to Bamburgh is very hight and unsustainable for most!
No Reduction in frequency of existing bus serbvices

VILLAGE HALL, WI HALL



A better Village Hall with off road parking and wi fi.

A dedicated community centre. Beadnell population is likely to grow in the near future as houses for permanent residence
are proposed and built. The existing ‘WI hut’ has served well as a quasi community facility, however it is in private
ownership and lacks important community facilities eg parking, Wi-fi, open community access to name but a few.
Better Village Hall with parking, more sustainable, cheaper to heat, with broadband access.
A community centre run by representatives of the whole community
Site for Village Hall behind Swinhoe Lane on the land gifted to the village by the Duke.
Village Hall,
No WI Hall unless its replaced with better.
No Loss of WI.

SHOPS, RESTAURANTS, CAFES, PO
Need a bigger supermarket
New restaurant/café & watersports centre at Beadnell Point site - in front of tennis courts
Take away fish and chips
Local Craft Businesses
The Craster, Saltwater Cage and Towers re-opening
More facilities near the beach - casual café etc.
A small supermarket and fish and chip shop.
More coffee shops to choose from. A takeaway
Local bus/library/mobile shops
More facilities as we are supposedly a village with new housing for permanent residents. Not referring to tourist facilities
that will close in the winter months
Ensuring that the mobile Post Office is retained
Reintroduction of a post office ,
More travelling shops from local suppliers.



Some PO facility - even mobile?
A cafe/restaurant/pub near beach.
Everything I have mentioned in my first answer would be of benefit to the lives of the community. In addition, ensuring a
shop selling essentials remains in the village so older residents can maintain more independence.

Plus the building of the new café/pub/restaurant proposed down near the beach

Happy with the existing number of eating places, but think the planned restaurant by the bay and beach a good idea.
Renovating (and hopefully beautifying) façade of the village shop
Improve the appearance of the village shop
BCV and BiB do such good work and the external appearance of the village shop and area in front let‘s them down. Shop
owner/ operators make improvements.
No to Shop closing
No Post Office van stops visiting
No Community Cinema closes
No Seahouses Hub closes.

No Loss of the excellent village shop
No Change of character of shops. Too much commercialisation. No More pubs & fast food outlets
Don’t stop development of small shops / small businesses eg pop up high quality food venues
Think new pub should be the last.
No Loss of shop.
No Loss of pubs and cafe in village.
No Corporate giants such as McDonalds etc in the village, love the independent Retail vibe x overdevelopment of the area
such as too many houses or retail units that could potentially spoil the area

SUGGESTIONS
Creating a plaque at St Ebbas Chapel at the Point, with relevant information, There used to be one.



An indoor activity centre of some sort eg: bowling, cinema, climbing.
Conservation projects for locals, holidaymakers, second home owners and static caravan owners to participate in (could
link in with coastal/community/wildlife charities)
An increased police presence
it is extremely disappointing that the slipway has only been running at weekends. This facility should be open as there is
nowhere to launch between Berwick and Amble. This contract should be re-tendered.
Restore/expose the small church ruin on St Ebbas Nook as a focus point of early christian pilgramage. As an example St
Pirons Oratory, Perronporth
VG49/ Church Green - explore improvements/ use of.
Heritage site information boards
A life ring at Beadnell like the one at Seahouses & maybe lifeguards in the summer ?
Upgrade of huts to south of Seabreeze shop.
Planting more suitable trees on amenity areas within the village and harbour
Suitable tree planting
More trees
Preserve the village's fishing heritage such as the remaining black huts, bark pots and ironman before they disappear
entirely and provide interpretation boards

COMMUNITY AREAS 1. Beadnell in Bloom is fabulous and wonderful to see throughout the village. Perhaps this could be
extended into the area to the south side of the church, an area which appears to be overlooked and under-utilised by both
visitors and locals. Maybe picnic tables / benches could be introduced to promote the area together with a planting
scheme and community artwork / information boards.
Information boards on the footpath through the field - re WW1 practice trenches and the role of Beadnell / Chathill during
the wars (been coming to Beadnell for over 40 years and didn’t know they were there !)
More signs with Local history details and illustrations
Reinvent the public telephone box as a community art project / book exchange
Perhaps a signboard showing local walks for visitors and notes on historic places of interest?



More information boards at viewpoints about the surrounding natural history (and maybe history). Similarly on the Parish
website if anyone has the time to do it.

OTHER
More police preccence during peak season especially in the evenings
Not Sure
Local medical services to increase their opening hours.
As a resident its good!
Check to see if reinforcement of banks in front of the Sailing Club is needed to counteract coastal erosion
Improve communication by the National Trust to the Parish Council
I like it as it is
Don’t want The Skiff to disappear
Not sure
Electric car charger in the car park
More charging points for electric cars in car park
Wild flowers in the verges
Shame on you Beadnell = killing good healthy pine trees for xmas decoration around village. Think green - use
replanters!AONB and your killing pine trees = Joke!
Like to see the local councils appreciate what the Beadnell Sailing Club does for the area like beach cleaning for the
AONB for five years. Now taken over by other volunteers I believe
Litter picking on the beach and dunes.
If this survey is to be of maximum benefit to the community we need to see your analysis of the feedback you obtain and
what you propose to action and when!
The Horse Field at the end of Swinhoe Road is an utter disgrace. The horse owners are so disrespectful of the village, the
walls are broken, the ground is bare, they leave rubbish at the gate and across the road. They spend thousands on a
horse but give no thought to the state of teh field its beyond my understanding that nobody has reprimanded them. They
are from Seahouses and should know better.



Nothing that jumps to mind.
Always worry about jet skies during the summer months speeding around close to shore where children and adults
swimming
Getting rid of that pink ice cream van in the car park that leaves his engine running for most of the summer months! (and
parks it there permanently as an eyesore).
Tractor leaving the trailers on the beach (although I don't think this happened so much this year -they were removed to
grass area in car park which is much more acceptable). Or send commercial launches/boat launches to Seahouses
Harbour and free up the fumes/clutter from Beandell Beach.
I would also like to see the grass removed on the first cut of the year as this would prevent huge piles of dry grass being
left behind.
Not sure
Some kind of modification to the road sign beside the first swing gate into the pony field/dunes past Murdoch's - it is close
to the path, quite low and always strikes me as being an accident waiting to happen if somebody walks into it without
realising it's there.
Respecting local animals and bird habitats.
Finally a much safer Tractor driver / boat launch operator - he is dangerous
Fairer access to the bay.
Beadnell bay is a source of noise pollution from Jet Skis these are also a problem to other bay users. Enforcement of the
speed limit and the operating area as laid down in the bye laws set by the then BRDC. A continental style buoyed layout
for motorised craft leaving the launch area with a stated speed limit. The boat launch itself is a HSE issue. The car park is
still classed as highway yet you see boats being launched and recovered with people riding in them standing on the trailer
hitches etc.
A campaign to stop people taking things from the beach, which could change the ecological structure. Eg leave only your
footprints behind & please don’t take shells, stones & sand off the beach. The sand dunes seem to be eroding. Is there
something that could be done to help prevent this ?
Maybe gritting in winter! The environment is ideal as it is.



As Beadnell is becoming more popular, I would like to see the bay sectioned off with buoys to make it very clear where it is
safe to swim. I worry about motor boats and jet skis coming too close to the swimmers. I know there is a sign in the car
park but I have often seen jet skis coming too close to swimmers and I worry that one day there will be an accident.

Tree planting in open spaces, more dedicated open spaces. One specific would be to level the uneven (large dip) in the
‘Bull Ring,
Not sure
No Cattle on the dunes north of the Haven
No reduction in the facilities/ services offered in Seahouses (our service centre) or lack of support preventing expansion
of business services/ enterprise hubs/ commercial area in Seahouses.
Library service needs to move with the times, but no reduction in quality of the service.
not sure
No Loss of church services.
No Commercialism at the expense of environmental responsibility.
Open to change as Beadnell completes the transition from traditional fishing village to desirable holiday location

TOILETS
Public toilets in the village itself.
Better toilet facilities for visitors in the summer months
Public toilets in the village.
New toilets and showers for public use. Toilets in the old village also.
Provision of toilets near to the shop & Haven beach are essential.
Ensure the public toilets are retained, maintained and NOT reduced in size 2. More signage to the public toilets 3.
Introduction of portaloos during summer months for visitors



We also need a toilet in the village. I would support one of the multi use toilets which are suitable for all genders and the
disabled. They are self cleaning. It should be chargeable. In my view the most suitable place would be adjacent to the bus
stop in The Haven. It should be clad in stone so that it blends in the surrounding walls and the bus shelter.
We need a source of water in the centre of the village for those of us who water plants.
Better public loos .
No Toilets close in winter

COMMENTS on Survey Monkey
Beadnell is a special fabulous location, it has the potential to be amazing
I am a second home owner with my primary residence in Newcastle however I work in Alnwick
My wife and I have only lived here for 4 months. What a great village and community
Too much commercialisation

Connection to Parish - Paper copies

Resident 45

2nd Home Owner 4

Holiday Homeowner 3

Caravan Owner 3



Business Owner 3

Under 25 0

58

ANSWER CHOICES– Survey Monkey, 2 did not responded RESPONSES–

–
Resident 11
–
Second Home Owner 17
–
Holiday Home Owner 5
–
Static Caravan Owner 6
–
Business Owner 5
–
Age Under 25 1

45

Total responses 103


